A new optical pump-probe technique is implemented for the investigation of acoustic phonon dynamics in the GHz to THz frequency range which is based on two asynchronously linked femtosecond lasers. Asynchronous optical sampling (ASOPS) provides the performance of on all-optical oscilloscope and allows us to record optically induced lattice dynamics over nanosecond times with 200 femtoseconds resolution at scan rates of 10 kHz. The generation of coherent acoustic phonons and their propagation and decay dynamics are investigated in semiconductor heterostructures, layered nanoscale materials of relevance for microelectronics, and X-ray mirrors. Changes of the optical properties of tailored semiconductor heterostructures associated with coherent phonon dynamics open the pathway for the modulation of optical signals at up to THz frequencies.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, pump-probe experiments with ultrashort laser pulses have significantly contributed to our understanding of ultrafast fundamental interactions in semiconductors and semiconductor heterostructures [1] . Since the interplay of electron and lattice dynamics ultimately limits the performance of electronic and optoelectronic devices, these investigations provide essential information on the physical limits for high-speed optoelectronic modulation. Thermally populated phonons are usually considered to be the origin of scattering and energy dissipation for charge carriers in semiconductors and hence detrimental for high-frequency electronic dynamics. In contrast, the generation of coherent acoustic and optical phonons via femtosecond laser pulses opens the pathway to control lattice dynamics in amplitude and phase [2] and thus electrical and optical properties of semiconductor nanostructures can be modulated at phonon frequencies in a well defined way, e.g. via femtosecond pulse shaping methods for generating arbitrary optical waveforms [3] . We employ a new experimental technique based on two asynchronously linked femtosecond lasers with GHz repetition rate to study the dynamics of coherently generated acoustic phonons and phonon pulses in semiconductor heterostructures [4] and nanoscale multilayers with relevance in microelectronics.
*thomas.dekorsy@uni-konstanz.de; phone +49-7531-883820, fax +49-7531-883072, www.uni-konstanz.de/fuf/physik/dekorsy Folding of the Brillouin zone in semiconductor superlattices provides means for tailoring the phonon frequency at small wave-vectors from a few tens of GHz to the THz frequency range [5, 6] . Such superlattices can be used to construct cavities for acoustic phonons. The combination of acoustic cavities with optical microcavities enables an enhancement of the interaction of sound waves with photons by orders of magnitude as has recently been shown in static Raman scattering experiments [7] [8] [9] . The prospects of using such high frequency phonons for the modulation of optical signals in photonic crystals or combined phonon-photon cavities are yet to be exploited. We show that the new optical pumpprobe technique of asynchronous optical sampling (ASOPS) is the most suited technique to foster developments in this field. In addition, we provide examples for the generation and detection of acoustic pulses in nanoscale layered materials such as Si-Mo multilayers for EUV mirrors or in waferbonded Si which demonstrates the benefits of ASOPS in the field of laser based ultrasonics and semiconductor metrology [10, 11, 12] . The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we introduce high-speed ASOPS with femtosecond lasers of GHz repetition rate as a key method for the detection of GHz to THz phonon dynamics. In Sec. 3 we describe the investigation of coherent acoustic phonons in semiconductors and semiconductor heterostructures and their prospect for high-frequency optical modulators. Sec. 4 summarizes applications of ASOPS in the field of ultrasonics.
HIGH-SPEED ASYNCHRONOUS OPTICAL SAMPLING
Experiments in the field of ultrafast time-domain spectroscopy generally require expertise from a number of different fields. Inherent difficulties of mostly technical nature have often limited the performance of femtosecond pump-probe techniques for practical applications such as electro-optic sampling of high speed circuits [13, 14] , laser based ultrasonics [10, [15] [16] [17] [18] , for spintronics [19] [20] [21] or time-domain THz spectroscopy [22] [23] [24] . In addition, imaging applications in biology or materials research call for a minimization of the time required for the acquisition of a pump-probe trace in order to reduce the pixel dwell time. In this context, high-speed ASOPS may very well contribute to new spectroscopy and imaging applications since it provides kHz scan rates over a nanosecond time-delay window without the difficulties usually inherent to mechanical delay stages.
ASOPS provides the functionality of an all-optical oscilloscope at several kHz scan rate and eliminates the disadvantages of conventional pump-probe techniques due to the use of mechanical time-delay scanners. Conventional pump-probe techniques most commonly use trains of picosecond or femtosecond pulses derived from a single mode-locked laser such as femtosecond mode-locked Ti:sapphire solid-state lasers or Er-doped fiber lasers. Pump-and probe pulse trains are obtained via a beam splitter. One pulse train travels a variable distance and thus has a variable time-delay versus the other at the sample position. Mostly, time-delay scanning is accomplished by a retro-reflector mounted onto a motorized translation stage or a shaker-type device. Translation stages are capable of realizing several hundreds of picoseconds of time-delay and reach scanning speeds typically in the range of 10 ps per second depending on the signal averaging time per data point. Shaker-type devices like galvano-scanners or vibrating membranes have higher scanning frequencies in the range of 10 Hz to 100 Hz, however, the maximum time-delay achievable is limited to approximately 100 ps to 10 ps, respectively, depending on the mechanical resonance of the shaker device. For example, we have frequently employed a shaker operating in the range of 50 Hz to 100 Hz providing a time-delay of 10 ps to 20 ps [25] [26] [27] . Aside from the limited scan rate, a severe disadvantage of mechanical delay scanners is the fact that it is practically impossible to eliminate variations of the beam position and the beam diameter on the sample. These effects are due to residual pitch and yaw of translation stages as they travel several tens of centimeters to accomplish hundreds of picoseconds of timedelay as well as to the inherent beam divergence in the setup. In case of all optical pump-probe experiments these effects may cause artifacts that are impossible to distinguish from real sample dynamics.
ASOPS is based on two mode-locked lasers operating at repetition rates f R1 and f R2 , respectively. The repetition rates are linked at a fixed difference ∆f R = f R2 -f R1 in the range of 10 kHz. One of the lasers is used as pump laser to excite the sample, the second as probe laser to detect the optically induced transient response. The difference in the repetition rates of the two lasers results in a linear scanning of the time-delay between the two laser pulse trains with the frequency ∆f R . The time delay between pairs of pulses in the two pulse trains τ is given as τ(t)= (∆f R / f R2 ) t mod(1/f R2 ), with t the real time and f R2 the repetition rate of the pump laser. The accessible time-delay window is given by the inverse repetition rate of the pump laser. The time-delaying scheme of ASOPS is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Historically, ASOPS has been introduced first with actively mode-locked picosecond dye lasers at repetition rates around 100 MHz [28] . A similar scheme employs two 50 MHz femtosecond fiber lasers with modulated repetition rate difference to perform pump-probe spectroscopy without mechanical delay scanner [29] . The time-delay resolution of an ASOPS experiment, i.e. the frequency bandwidth of the all-optical oscilloscope, has two limitations. Firstly, the bandwidth B of the detection and data acquisition hardware limit the time-delay resolution ∆τ to ∆τ=∆f R /(f R2 ×B). Typically, high-resolution (≥14 Bit) A/D converters reach values around B=100 MHz. At ∆f R =10 kHz and f R2 =1 GHz a time-delay resolution ∆τ of 100 fs results which is sufficient for spectroscopy into the multiple THz frequency range. Secondly, residual timing jitter of the femtosecond lasers versus their reference oscillator and timing jitter between the reference oscillators cause an instability of the time-base τ(t), resulting in another limitation to ∆τ. Generally, this effect becomes disproportionately more pronounced as ∆f R is reduced much below 10 kHz because the time between two successive scans is increased thus providing more time for residual timing jitter to accumulate before the next trigger event occurs. The above discussed effects make it practically impossible to use femtosecond lasers with repetition rates much below 1 GHz and/or scan rates ∆f R much below 10 kHz.
Our high-speed implementation of ASOPS is based on two modelocked Ti:sapphire femtosecond lasers at ~1 GHz repetition rate [30] . Our setup thus covers a temporal measurement window of ~1 ns that we choose to scan at ∆f R =10 kHz. The effective bandwidth of our detection and data acquisition hardware is B=100 MHz thus limiting the time-delay resolution to 100 fs. However, the practical limitation to the time-resolution is given by the active repetition rate stabilization. For the present setup this will be discussed later. The first realization of high-speed ASOPS with GHz repetition rates has been implemented for laser-based ultrasonics on silicon-on-insulator for semiconductor metrology applications [31] . However, at that time the stabilization electronics for the repetition rates was not optimized, hence a time resolution in the order of 10 ps was achieved. Later, high-speed ASOPS has been employed for time-resolved THz spectroscopy with a time-resolution of ~2.5 ps corresponding to a frequency bandwidth up to 400 GHz [32] . Subsequently, extensive transfer of knowledge about laser stabilization techniques for 1 GHz femtosecond lasers from the field of ultrastable frequency combs has brought about significant improvements for the time-delay resolution of high-speed ASOPS [33] [34] [35] . By employing advanced stabilization electronics, we recently improved the time-resolution of high-speed ASOPS into the range of 200 fs, providing a bandwidth of up to 5 THz [4, 36] . Current performance is not longer limited by the stabilization electronics but by the employed reference oscillators. In the present work, two stabilization schemes have been employed: In one possible scheme, both lasers are stabilized to individual synthesizers (models SML01 from Rohde&Schwarz) that share a common 10 MHz reference oscillator and the difference frequency ∆f R is set with the synthesizers. This scheme is limited by phase-noise intrinsic to the synthesis process of each synthesizer. At ∆f R =10 kHz a time-delay resolution of 280 fs has been obtained. If ∆f R is reduced to 1 kHz, lower frequency phase-noise contributions of the synthesizers increasingly compromise the system and result in a time-delay resolution of worse than 1 ps. Higher scan-rates ∆f R are impractical due to bandwidth limitations given by the detection and data acquisition hardware B. In a second scheme, the repetition rate f R1 of the probe laser is detected with a fast photodiode (PD1) and up-shifted to the frequency f R2 = f R1 +∆f R by 10 kHz using a frequency-shifter. The frequencyshifter consists of a single-sideband generator with an additional carrier suppression stage that suppresses the initial carrier-signal and mirror frequencies by better than 50 dB. The frequency of laser 2, f R2 , is detected with a second photodiode (PD2) and phase-locked to the frequency-shifted repetition rate signal of the probe laser. We use a doublebalanced mixer (DBM) as phase-detector and feed its output back to a piezoelectric transducer that controls the position of a cavity mirror in laser 2 via an adjustable loop-amplifier. In order to characterize the jitter of the time-base τ(t) we 
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detect a cross-correlation signal between the two lasers using non-collinear sum-frequency generation in a β-bariumborate-crystal. The cross-correlation signal is detected with a 125-MHz bandwidth photoreceiver and recorded using a 14-Bit 100 MHz digitizer board. An electronic trigger signal at ∆f R for the digitizer is generated via a second DBM that has the signals from PD1 and PD2 as inputs. The real-time scale is converted to a time-delay scale τ(t) through the factor ∆f R / f R2 . Fig. 3 shows an average over 100,000 measurements acquired over approx. 10 s where we have chosen the cross-correlation signal to appear after approximately one full measurement window after the trigger event. In such a configuration, the 230 fs width of the signal gives an upper limit for the time-base jitter at all earlier times within the window. The pulse duration emitted from each laser is approx. 50 fs. The current limit to the time resolution are residual contributions at the carrier frequency at the output of the frequency shifter that cause unwanted modulations of the error signal that controls the pump laser repetition rate. An improvement of the timing stability to the sub-100 fs regime is possible by performing the phase-lock at a higher harmonic of the repetition rate or by using digital phase-locking techniques.
COHERENT ACOUSTIC PHONON DYNAMICS IN SUPERLATTICES
The acoustic phonon spectrum in a superlattice is determined by the back-folding of the bulk phonon dispersion into the mini-Brillouin zone of the periodic heterostructures. The dispersion relation of the superlattice zone-folded modes can be calculated on the basis of a layered elastic continuum model, known as the Rytov model [37] . Zone-folding of the phonon dispersion results in a series of acoustic phonon branches with finite frequencies at vanishing wavevectors. The frequency of the modes at zero wavevector is determined by the sound velocities and the thickness of the constituting layers, repsectively. Fig. 4 depicts the acoustic phonon of a GaAs-AlAs superlattice consisting of 19 monolayers GaAs and 19 monolayers AlAs, referred to as (19/19) superlattice, as calculated from the Rytov model. The frequency of the first back-folded branch at zero wavevector is approx. 480 GHz. This frequency can be tailored through the parameters of the superlattice. Zone-folded acoustic phonons in semiconductor superlattice have been investigated through CW Raman scattering experiments [5, 6] . The coherent excitation of coherent acoustic phonons in the THz frequency range by femtosecond laser pulses was first observed by Yamamoto et al. in GaAs/AlAs superlattices [38] . The identification of impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) as the relevant excitation mechanism of coherent LA phonon in GaAs/AlAs superlattice was given later [39, 40] . Recently, the coherent excitation of TA phonons was observed in superlattices grown on low-symmetry planes, e.g. on [311] and [211] orientation [41] . ∆R/R 0 . The coherent phonon signature is extracted from the data by subtracting the electronic background as an exponential decay (Fig. 5 b) . The Fourier spectrum of the phonons is shown in Fig. 5 c) . The Fourier spectrum reveals a strong modulation through a mode close to 40 GHz, which is the Brillouin branch of the phonon spectrum (see Fig. 4 ). Additionally the first and second order back-folded modes are clearly resolved in the spectrum at approx. 480 GHz and 960 GHz, respectively. These frequencies correspond well with the calculated phonon dispersion shown in Fig. 4 . They appear as triplets, since the detection process selects the modes at zero wavevector and those at twice the wavevector of the probe light [39] . Recently, superlattices embedded in microcavities have been proposed for a strong enhancement of the interaction of acoustic phonons with light. A resonator for acoustic phonons can be constructed in the same way a microcavity is constructed for photons. The resonance wavelength of the acoustic mode has to be chosen to lie within one of the minigaps of the zone-folded acoustic phonon dispersion. In a coupled phonon-photon cavity designed this way an enhancement in the Raman scattered intensity of five orders of magnitude has been observed [7, 8] . These ideas open the pathway to design semiconductor heterostructures for modulating light at frequencies in the GHz to THz range through acoustic phonons similar to well known acousto-optic modulators. The enhancement of the sound-light interaction in heterostructures has not yet been demonstrated in experiments in the time-domain.
In order to prove the principle of the manipulation of coherent acoustic phonons via optical pulses we use the ASOPS technique and send the pump-pulse through an optical pulse-shaper consisting of two liquid crystal modulators for modulating the amplitude and phase of the femtosecond pulses [3] . The coherent control of acoustic phonons in superlattices has been demonstrated previously through two pulses derived from a beam splitter and a delay stage in the pump beam path [42] . Fig. 6 (a) shows the normalized changes of the reflectivity for two excitation conditions of one and two excitation pulses. Both pulses lead to the excitation of electron-hole pairs in the superlattice. The pulse distance is chosen to equal half the period of the first order back-folded phonon modes at approx. 460 GHz, i.e. 1.1 ps. The average excitation power of the single pulse is 190 mW and that for the two pulses is 120 mW. Clearly, the destructive interference of the coherent phonons generated in the two-pulse experiment is demonstrated. 
APPLICATIONS OF ASOPS FOR LASER BASED ULTRASONICS IN SEMICONDUCTOR METROLOGY
Acoustic pulses generated through pulsed laser excitation have been used in the past to study phonon propagation in layered structures. The transit times of acoustic pulses allows the determination of layer thicknesses in a non-invasive way. This technique and its applications are referred to as laser based ultrasonics [10, 11] . Using femtosecond pulses in conjunction with appropriate models for the acoustic pulse propagation a depth resolution in the sub-nm can be obtained making this technique appropriate for semiconductor metrology [43] . The typical time-scales for the detection of acoustic pulse propagation in multilayers is in the 100 ps range. Taking a Si layer of 1 µm thickness gives a transit time of an acoustic pulse through this layer of 118 ps. For this time scale the ASOPS technique is ideally suited as we demonstrate in two application examples. Fig. 7 (inset) shows the time resolved reflectivity changes obtained from a 324 nm Si layer wafer bonded onto a CoSi 2 layer. The whole structure of a silicon-on-metal-on-insulator consists of a top Si layer, a buried CoSi 2 layer and a buried SiO 2 layer on a Si (100) substrate which is formed using Co silicidation, wafer bonding and wafer splitting. These substrates are employed in a BiCMOS process [44] . The reflectivity change of this substrate is modulated with equally spaced acoustic pulses from multiple reflections of the acoustic pulse. The roundtrip time of these pulses running back and forth through the top Si layer is 77 ps. Taking a longitudinal sound velocity of 8. The second application demonstration is the investigation of Si-Mo multilayers which have been fabricated as Bragg mirrors for EUV radiation in the 12 nm -15 nm wavelength range [45, 46] . Such multi-layers have been previously investigated with pump-probe spectroscopy based on a conventional system employing a mechanical delay line [47, 48] . The time-resolved reflectivity changes from a structure consisting of 50 periods with a period of 6.84 nm over the first 150 ps. The ratio of the thickness of the Mo layer to the total period is 0.38. The reflectivity change shows an electronic relaxation which is modulated in the first 20 ps by coherent phonons of the multilayer. After 110 ps an acoustic echo is observed which corresponds to the roundtrip time of an acoustic pulse running from the surface to the substrate and back. In Fig. 8 (b) the extracted phonon signature at early time delays is shown. The Fourier transform (Fig. 8 c) ) reveals a pronounced maximum at 1.12 THz and a minimum at 1.02 THz. A second smaller feature is observed at 0.4 THz. All features correspond very well with a theoretical calculation of the surface modes of this structure [47, 48] . The specific details of this spectrum allow the non-invasive characterization of the composition of the EUV mirrors such as the ratio of the Mo/Si thickness and the interface quality. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new optical pump-probe technique which provides 100 fs time resolution at scan rates of 10 kHz over a nanosecond time-delay. This implementation of asynchronous optical sampling (ASOPS) exploits the advantages of using two femtosecond lasers with GHz repetition rates and -in conjunction with a A/D converter board -has the functionality of an all-optical oscilloscope. The dynamics of coherent acoustic phonons in the GHz to THz frequency range are recorded with high-resolution and high-sensitivity. Coherent acoustic phonons in semiconductor superlattices as well as acoustic pulse propagation in nanoscale multi-layers of relevance for microelectronic applications have been observed. The application of coherent acoustic for the high-frequency modulation of optoelectronic signals in combined photon-phonon cavities has been discussed.
